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* hp does not provide support for android, ios, linux, mac os x, or windows xp. however, if you have a microsoft windows xp-based device with a qualcomm
snapdragon 805 processor (example: microsoft surface pro 3), you may be able to install a google earth software package from the hp store or select other

sources. for more information, see the software faq . * hp does not provide support for the following products: google earth 5 for mac 64bit and linux 64bit on
mac os x google earth 6 on windows 32bit or 64bit (non-premium) google earth 6.0-8.11 on mac os x the internet archive doesn't archive any old version of

any product. you'll just be able to find archive copies of websites from a few years ago. the main reason is because the downloads are often broken over time,
or the location of the download moves, or the file name changes, or the software becomes inaccessible. plus, google and microsoft have a highly automated

processes of keeping their websites online, and it's not easy for the internet archive or any other organization to be able to keep up. for example, if you find a
link to an old version of adobe photoshop 6 on a web page from 2003, that version of photoshop no longer exists and there is no download on the internet

archive. i've attempted to provide links to a number of good internet archive sites, but if you want to check other internet archive sites for yourself, you can
visit this helpful page on the internet archive site to see where they place their archives. if you want to know the exact url, use the search box.
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